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Abstract

Cloud computing, as being one of the trendy topics, provides mechanisms for the companies to meet all the information technology and management requirements at a desired performance level with reduced upfront investments. From the economical perspective, it creates a positive impact by helping them focus on their own business. With this positive impact, it causes a huge increase on the number of user firms, and many service providers try to provide solutions based on the user firms’ needs. There are studies on identifying the factors that are used in selecting cloud service solutions in the literature. Having examined the pivotal points among the Information Technology (IT) sector in Turkey, we conducted a survey among the managers of various firms to gather information about their cloud service provider and the factors that provision their choice. Since that decision is very strategic, and once decided it is very hard to alter, it is worth analyzing the set of factors that are used in the survey further in order to identify the most important ones and help new companies for their selection. We provide statistical evaluations based on the results of the survey in this study.

1 Introduction

It is quite impossible to remain indifferent to technological innovations. These innovations on Information Technology (IT) world not only affect itself but also affect the other sectors, like a domino tile effect as well. With the progress of the information technologies, the IT sector becomes an important part and an indispensable identity of our lives. In today’s world not being able to reach information; communication problems between themselves or not being up to news has been perished. In order to be able to have a more effective working strategy, companies/business enterprises have started to look for new horizons and technologies. The old servers which have not been favoured and left behind the technology race has long been replaced with virtual technologies. At the same time the demand and attention to virtual technologies have enabled business enterprises which are in a constant competition with other enterprises to keep the upper hand. This means whoever uses the technological advancements more actively and effectively, starts the competition a few steps ahead.

Even though the term “Cloud Computing” has been more popular than ever, the real functionality of cloud computing is not thoroughly known (Armbrust et al., 2009). This issue is caused by business enterprises who are using the cloud computing systems passing over the main key questions. The key questions should be “what am I using cloud computing for, what do I need”. After identifying the answers to these key questions, cloud computing providers can custom fit the system to the end users’ needs. With the perfect custom fit for the needs of the supply and demand; business enterprises can easily get the services for their needs, pay per usage, change the content of the services when they need and so forth decrease the costs with flexible cloud services. Thus it is obvious that cloud computing has a lot to offer to business enterprises. The statistical study of the survey for this paper aims to enlighten which of these elements are more demanded by the business enterprises. Via these results, business enterprises which decide to use cloud computing but do not know where to start can have an opinion by analyzing the other enterprises who are in the same sector or same scale using cloud computing. The main goal of this paper to shine a mirror on the usage of cloud computing and service providers among the IT firms in Turkey.

In this paper, some preliminary information is given in Section 2 for those who are unfamiliar to cloud computing terms at all. Section 3 gives brief examples of previous academic works and Section 4 is showing the main purpose of the paper which is the survey that obtained to SME’s (Small-Medium Enterprises). Section 5 states statistical analysis based on the survey and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries on Cloud Computing

Cloud computing concept can differ in definitions but the main purpose is without any obstacles on locations reaching the data from anywhere and collaboration with multiple teams. Cloud computing is not a product that end users have but a service that meet the needs of the end user. The platform enables the sharing of information via internet from computers or other devices from anywhere. The most basic but the most extensive definition of cloud computing is controlling the needs of computers like hard disks, software and hardware from a remote location. Also it enables to reach the photographs, documents, media files from other computers. The decision of which of these data will be accessible is done by the service model which has been purchased.

The level of benefit from cloud computing can be categorized under three different service models (Saykol, 2014). The most fundamental cloud computing service IaaS provides virtual servers, operations, storage and
bandwidths for developers and other cloud computing services. This service model which shows the cluster architectures most effective examples gives and undertaking to high accessibility ratios and back-ups. It is the platform of the system administrator.

Just like IaaS and SaaS which are providing developers as a part of service preparation process; PaaS provides operating systems, database, programming platform and runtime services. It provides the all of the sophisticated medium for the programme to run written by the developer. SaaS is the end user platform. The software is served to end user on this platform. This platform doesn’t need extra processes, book value or configuration. It is ready to use and accessible from everywhere. It also provides continuity and data security. Figure 1 shows these three cloud computing service models.
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**Figure 1. Cloud Computing Service Models** Source: (Consultia, 2015).

3 Literature Survey on Cloud Computing Criteria

The cloud computing technologies offers the end users and enterprises important gains at the recent years. These technologies anticipate the manageable use of services which are bounded in a multilayered structure offers less book values and more efficient services.

For the last five years the academic researches on cloud computing has reached a number of 10.000 worldwide. The local and global studies subjects are provided below.

(Höfer and Karagiannis, 2011), has searched the building blocks of cloud computing and compared them with other traditional technologies. The study focused on the innovations that are brought by the cloud computing technologies from past to date.

(Kossman and Kraska, 2010) has done researches on book values of cloud computing systems and their costs to enterprises. They have touched upon the correlation between the services provided and usage ratios, also the costs of having these services.

(Pelletier, 2009) chose to identify how to pick the road to import services avoiding heavy costs for end-users or enterprises. Cloud computing has many meanings for end users or enterprises. To explain it simply cloud computing means to reach the applications over the internet in the easiest and fastest way for users. This model which is independent from the user’s location provides reaching the datas or applications.

(Svantesson and Clarke, 2010) has researched on the risks that can be faced on using cloud computing especially the data security.

(Barret and Kipper, 2010) has studied the correlation between the virtual technologies and cloud computing and emphasized the role of virtual technologies in cloud computing.

(Issarny et al., 2011) has studied the service based approach and the effects of this approach on the internet in the future.

(Knorr and Gruman, 2008) has researched the cloud based services and the services between the cloud layers.

(De Roure, 2010) has done a research on e-science and web technologies’ importance on present-day. In this study the infrastructure that are used to provide the web services to the users have been evaluated.

(Getov and Srinivasan, 2011) has emphasized the services that are provided by the cloud computing service providers.

(Ortiz, 2011) focused on the standardization issue of the cloud Technologies. The study emphasized on the disability of different virtualization technologies’ compatibility and coordination between each other. Among this, the comparative analysis between traditional security solutions and cloud computing security has been made.
Of course it is widely acknowledged that one of the main problems with cloud computing solutions is security. The confidentiality and continuity of the services provided are a big deal for end-users and enterprises. At this point (Garber, 2011) has studied the defined security gaps and risks of the cloud computing technologies and made some conclusions for these issues. 

Korkmaz (2010) has focused on the data security, just like (Garber, 2011), legal regulations and service continuity of the cloud computing technologies from Turkey’s perspectives.

Figure 2. A Set of Cloud Service Providers Based On Service Models Source: (Jackson, 2014).

4 The Survey to Analyze Cloud Service Providers

The aim of this survey is to make a statistical analysis for the enterprises whom will benefit from the cloud computing systems especially Small and Medium Enterprises’ (S.M.E). We also aim to find the most important factors for the selection of cloud service provider and shine a light on which service is chosen by which priority, by the enterprises that are in Turkey’s informatique sectors. Figure 2 gives a set of cloud service providers globally around the world based on the service model they provide.

The survey has been made by the help of 57 volunteers on 21 informatique criteria. The participants have been asked to fill the questionnaire made up by 21 informatique criteria by the order of importance. The most important criteria would be number one whereas the least important criteria was 10. The participants have also been asked to name the cloud service providers that they have been working with.

The participants are aged between 20-40, either the company owner or the employee of the company whom has a keen understanding on cloud computing. Some of the participants has long been with working with cloud computing systems whereas the others are quite new on these systems.

This paper has been prepared as a continuation of (Saykol and Avci, 2015), which argues that benefiting from cloud computing services has a win-win effect on both customers and service providers, following a medium established in (Saykol, 2014).

Keeping in mind that cloud computing is in every section of our lives nowadays, taking this matter on an enterprise base; we can see that not only large organizations but in fact S.M.E.’s can also benefit from these services. So this survey has included S.M.E.’s. Due to the requests of the participants the names of the participants have been concealed.

5 Statistical Analyses of the Survey

The participants have been asked to complete the survey from most important to least important in an ascending manner. Accordingly, a numeric value is given to each criteria. Namely, the most important criteria was numbered as 10 and least important criteria is numbered as 1. After that each criteria’s mean values and standard deviation values has been calculated as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
After analyzing the mean values of the criteria for 57 participants, it is observed that expenditure is the most important criterion. This outcome has been expected since the main feature of cloud computing is lowering the costs for the enterprises.

Even though the most contentious and open to enhancement feature of the cloud computing is security; our survey has showed us that our participants have another priority. Since that in our literature review and researches the main drawback issue was security and in our survey the participants prioritized it; we have contacted with the participants.

The answers given by the participants were satisfying:

- The prior systems that they were using for data storage, system administration, performance enhancing were compromising the data security if there were no back-up units; whereas the data stored on the cloud servers has automatically serves a back-up and also these back-ups were accessible from anywhere.
- The enterprises who are working with professional cloud computing service providers has a 24/7 hotline with the provider thus help and proper guidance was in reach.
- In case of a problem caused in their prior systems data centers the enterprises had to ask from another company for maintenance and restoration whereas with cloud computing service providers they only have one interlocutor.

In the light of these information given by the participants, customers feel safer in the hands of professional cloud computing service providers and that is why they are choosing to work with these providers.

The following criteria is performance and data accessibility. The participants also stated that they were satisfied with the service providers and the quality of performance. Also being able to access the data 24/7 without any locational limitations was another important criteria for the customers.

The first breaking point that is determined amongst the participants was virtualization. Even though participants have stated that the virtualization of the software and hardware resources was important; the participants dissented from each other about the criteria. The statistical analysis shown Figure 5 indicate that virtualization criteria are number one on standard deviation value.

Another element that draws our attention was pay as you go and services criteria were rated lower than we expected. Thus we can say that customers were choosing a package deal with a fixed price rather than pay per usage deals.

Even though one of the most important feature of cloud computing systems is “services” provided; to deduct that these services are extensively used by our participants would be wrong; due to the demographic distribution of the scales of the enterprises favors in S.M.E’s. These S.M.E’s are mainly SaaS users which provides limited authorization of control. In this case these enterprises probably know very little about the extent of the services.

The least important features rated by the participants were API and AJAX compatibility. We have identified that the main cause of this score for these features arises from the lack of knowledge of the participants for what these words stand for even though they are using these features. Also the participants who stated that they know about API and AJAX compatibility services stated that these features are a must have on cloud computing systems so forth there’s no need to prioritize these features.

Figures 3 and 4 give the mean value analysis and standard deviation results, respectively for the survey carried out during this study.
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**Figure 3. The Mean Value Analysis of the Criteria Used in The Survey.**
Additionally, coefficient of variation for each criterion is also calculated in Figure 5 to find out the confidence interval. This is performed to understand if there is a consensus about the scores of each criterion. This calculation gives the percentage difference of standard deviation to mean value.

It can be said from Figure 5 that expenditure, security, performance, data access are the criteria that all most all participants are in consensus while there are some different opinions for the remaining criteria.

6 Conclusion

Cloud computing expresses offering the technologies that originate from the past as a service. These services are offered via multiple layers that cloud computing services can be used in. With the invention and increasing usage of the internet, the usage of the cloud computing services by individuals or enterprises has increased as well. By accessing these services for affordable prices and lowering the IT costs, enterprises has profited in acceptable amounts and became more efficient. For the past five years the increasing usage of cloud computing has been more preferred by the S.M.E.’s. The enterprises who choose dynamic service providers data centers over bulky data centers can save from maintenance, personnel and licensing costs.

The usage of cloud computing systems which are providing flexible, scalable and modifiable for the needs of usage for the enterprises is also important for the national energy savings. The aim is to increase the efficiency of the enterprises by removing the unnecessary data center costs and paying per usage. Via accessing and sharing the data from everywhere; a more efficient labour and business benefits can be achieved. For these features cloud computing is seen as the technology of the future.

In this study, an empirical work is performed to reveal the most important factors for the selection of cloud service provider. By this way, it is made clear the managers’ decision approach to the cloud service providers. Thus, this study will form a base for the further studies to construct a decision model for this purpose.
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